COMMON ELEMENTS
- POWER ACCESS ON WORKSURFACE
- (1) TASK CHAIR: “IMPROV HE” CHAIR (UPHOLSTERED BACK) OR “IMPROV SE” CHAIR (MESH BACK): SEE PAGE 13 FOR TASK CHAIR OPTIONS

OPTION A:
- 60” WIDE WORKSURFACE
- (1) FILE/FILE: 15” WIDE STORAGE WITH TWO 12” FILE DRAWERS AND ONE PENCIL TRAY INSERT
- FABRIC PRIVACY SCREENS 12” ABOVE WORKSURFACE TO BACK AND SIDE

OPTION B:
- 60” WIDE WORKSURFACE
- (1) BOX/BOX/FILE: 15” WIDE STORAGE WITH TWO 6” HIGH DRAWERS AND ONE 12” HIGH FILE DRAWER

OPTION C:
- 60” WIDE WORKSURFACE
- (1) MOBILE BOX/FILE: MOBILE STORAGE WITH ONE 6” HIGH DRAWERS AND ONE 12” HIGH FILE DRAWER. CUSHION TOP AND PULL HANDLE.